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MANIFEST
Our mission is to un-limit an 
athlete’s pursuit of fun through 
our technological advances in 
engineering. The company is 
based around our love for all 
forms of shredding. We all push 
the boundaries in search of 
freedom. Our products are the 
brainchild of the athletes using 
them, and are produced with 
materials of the highest quality. 
We make the products of our 
dreams, with passion, love, and 
know-how. 
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abby ghent • adam zampa • aj ginnis • alexis pinturault • alvaro vogel • andrea thuerler • andreas zampa • andrew weibretch • anne sophie barthet • arly velasquez • aude aguilaniu 
• austin torvinen • brendan hart • carlo janka • chris mckeever • cyprien sarrazin • dave choudonsky • duncan adams • elia zurbriggen • emiko kiyosawa • estelle alphand • fabienne 
suter • fillip trejbal • flo heim • gigi rüf • hg skis crew • ian gut • jackie wiles • jennifer piot • jens henttinen • jl ratchel • joe shuster • joel muller • jonas fabre • jp solberg • jung dong-hyun • 
jussi taka • kathy irwin • kent callister • krystof kryzl • lars bjørum • lolo favre • luca aerni • luca cometti • lupe hagearty • marc berthod • marco feichtner • marcus sandell • margot bailet 
• marie massios • marion pellissier • mathieu faivre • mauro bisol • melissa presslaber • miguel rodden • nicholas walken • nicolas lambert • ocho allen • oscar scherlin • ramon zenhausem 
• real skifi • resi stiegler • rick millett • robbie kelley • romain de marchi • roman kuss • romane geraci • ryan cochran • sarah schleper • shea jordan • stephan maurer • skipe oivo • tadej 
valentan • timo maszewski • tom bitner • tommy ford • victor schuller • veronica velez zuzulova • will brandenburg • wolle nyvelt 
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TECHNOLOGY
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NODISTORTION
SHRED’s patented solution to the downfall of the commonplace: warped and distorted vision due to even small elevation changes. 
Traditional goggles are prone to blur and alter rider’s true perception as lenses bubble and breakdown under pressure, but our 
NODISTORTION™ technology ensures perpetual crystal clear vision. 

MAIN ADVANTAGES::
- Equalizes pressure between the lenses and the 

outside.
- Adjusts to varying altitudes to avoid optical 

distortion typical of traditional double lenses.
- PORON™ filter keeps water, snow and moisture out 

of the lens.
- The lens doesn’t deform and your vision is always 

crystal clear.

AIR
FLOW =

PRESSURE
EQUALIZING

PORONTM

FILTER = WEATHER
BARRIER

mountain base even with small elevation changes

 TRADITIONAL LENS 

 TRADITIONAL  TRADITIONAL 

 TRADITIONAL LENS 
warped IMAGE

SHRED NODISTORTION™ LENS

NODISTORTION™ NODISTORTION™

SHRED NODISTORTION™ LENS

HOW DOES IT WORK?

clear IMAGE clear IMAGE clear IMAGE
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NODISTORTION with NXT lenses

TRADITIONAL LENSES OPTICAL DISTORTION

SHRED NODISTORTION™ with NXT™

As a result of our constant and relentless innovation, we sought to improve upon an already stellar offering of sunglasses by bringing our 
NODISTORTION™ technology from goggles to shades. Crafted and tested under the most extreme conditions, NXT™ lenses are tested 
under the harshest of conditions with the US Air Force. Designed to provide unparalleled vision quality and durability, liquid cast NXT™ 
lenses result in crystal clear vision.

MAIN ADVANTAGES::
- Stunning crystal clear vision.
- Superior durability and scratch resistance.
- Incredibly high impact resistance tested on windshields of jet fighters and helicopters.
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SHREDWIDE

COMPETITOR’S CLAIM 
[SOURCE: COMPETITOR’S WEBSITE]

  

Brand S model I/ + 33% + 68% + 24% + 22% + 51% + 22% + 20% + 50% + 21% + 21% + 51% + 21%

Brand O model C + 66% + 30% + 18% + 50% + 18% + 17% + 48% + 18% + 15% + 49% + 18% + 16%

Brand D model A + 72% + 123% + 41% + 57% + 100% + 40% + 54% + 99% + 38% + 55% + 100% + 39%

Brand S model O-G + 42% + 123% + 38% + 31% + 99% + 37% + 29% + 98% + 35% + 30% + 99% + 35%

Brand D model C + 34% + 111% + 24% + 23% + 88% + 40% + 21% + 87% + 21% + 22% + 88% + 22%

Brand P model C + 41% + 50% + 30% + 29% + 42% + 33% + 27% + 42% + 31% + 28% + 42% + 32%

       

SHRED STUPEFY SHRED SMARTEFY SHRED AMAZIFY SHRED MONOCLE

Shred WIDE™ Technology allows for maximum field of view. Participating goggles in our line are designed to provide the maximum 
possible breadth of vision to give riders uninhibited view of the snow and their surroundings. Created by providing the largest angle from 
the center of the eye to the edge of the frame, we can back up our claims where competitors merely seek to give the impression of 
expanded vision. TRUE UNINHIBITED FIELD OF VIEW.

SHRED tested its Stupefy, Smartefy, Amazify and Monocle goggles’ field of view performance against competing brands’ goggles that 
are claiming wide peripheral vision. SHREDWIDE goggles have by far the widest field of vision results across all the directions tested on 
a scaled vision target chart.

Comparison chart between SHRED 
AMAZIFY, developed with SHREDWIDE 
technology and model A from brand D 
(you know what it is).

Out-performs all other supposed-to-be wide goggles based on overall performance across all directions of vision.
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NOCLOG

MAIN ADVANTAGES::
- Reducing the adhesion and accumulation of water on foam vents.
- Minimizing the area of contact surface between the water drops and the vent foam.
- Improving the warm/cold air exchange to minimize fogging.

To promote ventilation along the top of our goggles, our new NOCLOG technology incorporates a Hydrorepellency Treatment to allow 
warm air to escape and cool air to flow in to keep your vision crystal clear. Our Hydrorepellency Treatments increases the surface tension 
of water and moisture on the goggle foam to reduce surface contact and clogging to a minimum.

TRADITIONAL GOGGLES VENTS FOAM SHRED NOCLOG
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SHRED NOSEASON

We did something we were told was impossible: we made an in-molded helmet that can simultaneously pass safety regulations for 
European and American snow and bike standards. Certified according to: EN1077B, EN1078, ASTF F2040, CPSC.

One helmet for all that you would ride. 

Our riders have multisport needs and we can provide a multisport helmet with transferrable style for SHRED NOSEASON use.

The impossible made possible thanks to SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ patented impact dissipation system that allows us to have helmets with 
outstanding safety performance no matter the setting.

A true safety pinnacle in the action sports industry.
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NOSHOCK HELMETS

MAIN ADVANTAGES::
SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ Honeycomb Cone Structure
- Minimizes use of material = low weight.
- Absorbs efficiently shocks because of its
   + very high strength-to-weight ratio.
   + structural strength allowing multi directional impact energy dissipation.
with SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
- Absorbs shocks progressively.
- Adapts intelligently to different forces and speeds of a crash, providing thorough protection on lower energy     
i  impacts.
- Recovers naturally from the impact = Better protection in a series of impacts.
PROVIDES A UNIQUE SHOCK ABSORBING SYSTEM, WITH SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.

Multidirectional distribution of 
impact energy
(SLYTECH NOSHOCKTM)

Unidirectional distribution of 
impact energy
(traditional helmets)

Composite Honeycomb Cone Structure of SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT and Toughened EPS revolutionizes safety standards across the action 
sports world due to SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ Honeycomb Cone Structure. 
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NOSHOCK BODY PROTECTION

Multidirectional distribution of 
impact energy

Improved 
ventilation

At Slytech, we refuse to compromise one for the other, and as a result of our proprietary SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam material shaped under our new 
SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ proprietary design, we have widened the performance gap between our products and the field. In years past, we have been 
the market leader in both safety and comfort, but with our new SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology adapted for back and body protection, we have 
widened the gap in a four dimensional way; SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology design means that our gear is not only a 20% safer when compared to 
a plain design, but it is also way more comfortable, it has a lower specific weight and promotes better ventilation as a direct result of the honeycomb 
cone hollow structure. 

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology laps the field and widens the gap between our protection – which is becoming more and more the truly universal 
choice among athletes - and our competitors’. With a four dimensional simultaneous improvement in safety, comfort, ventilation, and specific 
weight reduction, SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ has revolutionized protection technology. Honeycomb cone shaped SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam allows for 
multidirectional distribution of impact energy and recovery of SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ foam for multi-impact bails.

MAIN ADVANTAGES:
- Four dimensional unparalleled and market standard levels of: 
  + safety
  + comfort
  + ventilation
  + weight
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Progression is monumental to the direction of our company, and that’s exactly what we are achieving through our formula to improve 
comfort and increase the dynamic capabilities of our protection without sacrificing any protection quality. We see competitors deciding 
to make a tradeoff: either they sacrifice comfort for protection, or vice-versa. We don’t. Our proprietary SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam is 
truly special.

Our SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT formula improves athlete comfort without sacrificing any protection. We’ve increased the flexibility of our 
material, no matter the temperature. We want to continue to give boundless products to athletes to be able to push themselves as far 
as they are willing to go today, tomorrow, and day after day.

SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam formula adapts intelligently to all impacts to maintain its compliant nature in low-force impact, and is 
rigid at higher impact speeds to progressively match the intensity of all blows sought in the name of a boundless world. Independent 
studies reveal that when tested against other traditional protectors with plastic shells or Polyurethane foams, Slytech Protectors provide 
considerably more protection at any impact level, from low energy falls to highest impact crashes, keeping you out of the impact 
danger zone where bones break and serious injury occurs. The polygonal closed cell foam formula gives our riders more protection, 
more comfort, and more durability, period.

SLYTECH 2ND SKiNTM XT
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SLYTECHone
Our years of exhaustive search and extensive materials research for the most uncompromising polymer compound in terms of safety 
versus comfort allowed us to derive a compound that preserves market leadership without breaking the bank. All of our SLYTECH one line 
is compliant with EN 1621-2 standards offering a MULTI IMPACT solution that adapts intelligently to different forces and speeds of impact.

The graph above represents the forces transmitted through different back protectors and those perceived by the spine in a lab test 
simulating a high impact crash. After impact, the diagram shows that the perceived forces and accelerations on someone wearing 
a hard plastic back protector will rise to a point where bones are readily broken. Those perceived on someone wearing a traditional 
soft back protector will be less dramatic, but still harmful. On the hard shell protector, the plastic outer surfaces are unable to offer 
absorption of conveyed forces, and on the traditional soft protector the microstructure is unable to provide a thorough protection. On 
the other hand, the SLYTECH NOSHOCK™, SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT and SLYTECHone back protectors, with their intelligent polygonal cell 
foam, absorb the forces smoothly and effectively, resulting in far fewer injuries.

Time 
[milliseconds]

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 1 LIMIT FORCE [18kN]

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 2 LIMIT FORCE [9kN]

DANGER Sharp Acceleration Zone::
WHERE BONES BREAK

Traditional Level 2 Soft Protector
Traditional Level 1 Soft Protector
Traditional Hard Shell Protector
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SPOTLIGHT
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AMAZIFY
The Amazify is a universal fit and almost-frameless cylindrical goggle with our SHREDwide technology to ensure 
an authentic and almost boundless field of view with our SHRED CARVED LENSES and NODISTORTION™ 
technology for perfect vision. The clean retro look combined with the ultimate in technology is the pinnacle 
of uncompromised style and performance that only SHRED can offer.
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As a direct result of our Slytech NOSHOCK™ technology in the SHRED Slam-Cap NOSEASON helmet line, 
we are proud to offer a product that was said to be impossible; to be able to simultaneously pass European 
and US safety standards for both snow and bike with an in-molded, superlight helmet. With superior safety 
ratings, the Slam-Cap NOSEASON is perfect in transition from the mountain, to the park, to the pipe, to your 
bike, and back again with three different configurations for wherever you’re shredding; all without feeling 
the weight of the helmet.

SLAM-CAPNOSEASON
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PROVOCATORNOWEIGHT
The all-new PROVOCATOR NOWEIGHT is the tangible result of our simultaneous leap toward furthering 
performance without compromising style, and our collective search for eco-consciousness without 
conceding to bland aesthetics. The base eight sunglasses are handmade in Italy with our SHRED NOWEIGHT 
technologies and superior optical performance associated only with SHRED. Our SHRED NOWEIGHT design 
technology is a derivative of structural engineering studies that allows us to create a shape that minimizes 
the amount of material used while maximizing the stability and performance of the eyewear. The frame 
is constructed out of a polymer formulation based on high crystalline polyamide, which is derived from a 
natural oil to maintain our focus on eco-consciousness.
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BACKPRO NOSHOCK
SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology laps the field and widens the gap between our protection – which 
is becoming more and more the truly universal choice among athletes - and our competitors’. With a four 
dimensional simultaneous improvement in safety, comfort, ventilation, and weight reduction, NOSHOCK™ 
has revolutionized protection technology. Honeycomb cone shaped SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam allows for 
multidirectional distribution of impact energy and recovery of SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ foam for multi-impact bails.
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BACKPROONE
SLYTECHone NAKED offers an entirely streamlined protection offering for those looking for a cost-effective 
option that is at its heart a performance oriented product with the perfect combination of simultaneous 
safety and comfort. The SLYTECHone NAKED delivers a low profile protector with a BELT CONNECTOR to 
ensure perfect placement.
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Our athletes asked for it, and our product wizards delivered. This unique 3 in 1 glove was born directly from 
the needs and brains of our riders. Unzip them on the side to use them as a five-finger glove to climb sketchy 
rocks, use your touch-screen phone and regulate temperature, shred the park with the SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ 
XT foam protected first liner, or just enjoy those warm spring sessions with the breathable and light external liner. 

FORTRESS PWD - 3 in 1
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GOGGLES

benji ritchie photo // marcus caston
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Blocks 100% of all harmful UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

No gimmicks, no tricks, and no fake technology: SHRED 
NO BS. Our new lens replacement system, crafted through 
an updated mix of polyurethane with reduced friction 
parameters and improved installation notch shape and 

positioning, gives riders the easy option to change their lenses, without 
breaking the bank and without sacrificing performance and durability. 

SHRED POLARIZED lenses reduce glare by blocking out all 
angles of scattered and reflected light from surfaces such 
as snow and water. The polarization process eliminates light 
that distorts color and enhances depth perception and 
vision. The result is a clean lens that delivers proper clarity 
and contrast and achieves the optical perception Shred 

was after.

Our patented NODISTORTION™ lens technology 
keeps your vision from getting warped. Traditional 

double lenses are sealed air tight to prevent fogging and keep moisture from 
getting in between the layers. But then when you gain or lose altitude, the 
pressure differential causes the two lenses to bend and warp, which causes 
distortion in your vision. So we designed a small valve to equalize the pressure 
between the lenses and the outside, and we use a high tech PORON™ filter 
to keep moisture out. So the lens doesn’t deform and your vision is always 
crystal clear.

The shape of SHRED goggles allows for the best integration 
with any kind of helmet.

The strap is made from bamboo pulp fiber. Bamboo is one 
of the world’s most sustainable resources. It is the fastest 
growing grass and can shoot up a yard or more a day. 

Grip-On straps provide the necessary grip so that goggles will not 
slip off your headwear.

The double lens technology used in most SHRED Optics 
goggles creates a thermal barrier that keeps the inner lens 
warm and dry. A special hydrophilic treatment on the inner 
lens allows the surface to absorb moisture before fog can 
form.

These lenses are TRULY designed to perform under the 
widest spectrum of light and weather conditions. After 
years of extensive field tests we came to understand that 
it was not a matter of light transmission, but instead of 
contrast and definition. Our STEALTH REFLECT lenses feature 

a contrast and definition enhancing tint that provide unique performance 
in any condition, from fog and flat light to bluebird, all the way to dark 
afternoons and snowy days. All this while providing effective UVA protection 
even on the brightest days on the glacier.

Driven by the dreams of our athletes, technology of today, and vision for tomorrow, our comprehensive line of goggles is molded from progression and stands alone 
amongst imitations and forgeries. Each and every component of our goggles are the physical manifestations of progress as we strive and succeed to produce 
countless unique, powerful, and flawless tools for the ones bold enough to break all boundaries that attempt to surround us. 

To promote ventilation along the top of our goggles, 
our new SHRED NOCLOG technology incorporates a 
Hydrorepellency Treatment to allow warm air to escape 

and cool air to flow in to keep your vision crystal clear. Our Hydrorepellency 
Treatment increases the surface tension of water and moisture on the 
goggle foam to reduce surface contact and keep clogging to a minimum.

SHRED WIDE Technology allows for maximum field of 
view. Participating goggles in our line are designed to 
provide the maximum possible breadth of vision to give 
riders uninhibited view of the snow and their surroundings. 
Created by providing the largest angle from the center 

of the eye to the edge of the frame, we can back up our claims where 
competitors merely seek to give the impression of expanded vision.

SHRED’s new Tapered Foam allows for extreme comfort 
and universal fitting.

The Blue Whipped Cream Multilayer Face Foam provides 
extremely soft comfort, sweat management, and extended 
durability.

Our SHRED CARVED lenses are the result of a super-precise 
production process that crafts lenses with a tapered lateral 
thickness to adapt to the eye’s vision power. SHRED CARVED 
lenses are made without straining the polymers, which results 
in perfect clarity of vision. Available in SPH, with a double 

curvature and CYL, with single curvature of the lens.

Our fully rigid case is designed to protect your SHRED 
CARVED spare lenses; the elastic band will secure the lens 
inside. It perfectly fits inside jackets or backpacks, so riders 
have a spare lens ready for any change of conditions with 
an easy lens replacement thanks to the NO BS technology.
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Truly oversized and effectively frameless, the STUPEFY is a SHRED CARVED LENSES spherical 
goggle designed to bring vision clarity to an inverted world. Our proprietary NODISTORTION™ 
lens technology and NO BS™ Lens Replacement System offers our riders perfect and 
adaptable vision to see their own path to a boundless world, while its clean design and strong 
colors will forever make a bold statement.

STUPEFYtom wallisch
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WALNUTS

BAIL

SHRASTAWOOD BOMB

NEEDMORESNOWSHRASTAWALL //quartz

NORFOLK YELLOW

code: DGOSTUF31

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESTUDD17

code: DGOSTUE31

lens AURA REFLECT bronze
code: DLESTUED12

code: DGOSTUE21

lens ACID REFLECT bronze
code: DLESTUED11

code: DGOSTUF21

lens BURN REFLECT smoke
code: DLESTUFD32

code: DGOSTUF11L

lens QUARTZ REFLECT caramel
code: DLESTUFD33

SHRASTAWALL // stealth 
lens code: DGOSTUF11D

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESTUDD17

WIPEOUT
code: DGOSTUF42

lens BURN REFLECT caramel
code: DLESTUFD31

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke

code: DLESTUDD17

code: DGOSTUF51

lens BURN REFLECT caramel
code: DLESTUFD31

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke

code: DLESTUDD17

code: DGOSTUF41

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESTUDD17

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens AURA REFLECT caramel

code: DLESTUFD34
Tom Wallisch signature

POPSICLE
code: DGOSTUE13D

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESTUDD17
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Stacked with style and stocked with technology with a universal fit approved for medium-
small faces, the SMARTEFY unleashes a fury against conformity. Our second SHRED CARVED 
LENS spherical goggles feature both our NODISTORTION™ lens technology and NO BS™ Lens 
Replacement System, and is crafted to cast light upon the path of progression. 

SMARTEFYaustin torvinen
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code: DGOSMAE13

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13

code: DGOSMAE14D

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13

FEMME FATALE

POPSICLE BRO GAPER

SHNERDWOOD

DARK FADER RUST DARK FADER GREEN

SHRASTAWOOD
code: DGOSMAF31

lens BURN REFLECT caramel
code: DLESMAFD31

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke

code: DLESMAED13

code: DGOSMAF22

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens BURN REFLECT caramel

code: DLESMAFD31

code: DGOSMAF21

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens ACID REFLECT caramel

code: DLESMAFD33

code: DGOSMAE31

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13

DGOTASE11

code: DGOSMAF41

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESMAED11

Resi Stiegler signature

code: DGOSMAE12

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESMAED11

CRUNCHY//quartz
code: DGOSMAF11L

lens QUARTZ REFLECT caramel
code: DLESMAFD32

CRUNCHY// stealth
code: DGOSMAF11D

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLESMAED13
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The Amazify is a universal fit and almost-frameless cylindrical goggle with our SHREDwide™ 
technology to ensure an authentic and almost boundless field of view with our SHRED 
CARVED LENSES and NODISTORTION™ technology for perfect vision. The clean retro look 
combined with the ultimate in technology is the pinnacle of uncompromised style and 
performance that only SHRED can offer.

AMAZIFYlupe hagearty
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SHNERDWOOD// stealth lens
code: DGOAMAF51D

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD11

RDM

SHRASTALINES BIFF WALNUTS

ROLLER

DARK FADER RUSTDARK FADER PURPLE DARK FADER GREEN

SHNERDWOOD
code: DGOAMAF41

lens FROZEN REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD15

Waves for Water collab

code: DGOAMAF12

lens BURN REFLECT caramel
code: DLEAMAFD12

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke

code: DLEAMAFD11

code: DGOAMAF13

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD11

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens LUNAR REFLECT caramel

code: DLEAMAFD13

code: DGOAMAF11

lens ACID REFLECT caramel
code: DLEAMAFD16

INCLUDES::
+ lens thermal case
+ bonus lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke

code: DLEAMAFD11

code: DGOAMAF51L

lens BURN REFLECT caramel
code: DLEAMAFD12

code: DGOAMAF31

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD11

Romain De Marchi signature

code: DGOAMAF61

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD11

code: DGOAMAF21

lens ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DLEAMAFD17

code: DGOAMAF71

lens AURA REFLECT bronze
code: DLEAMAFD27

Tom Wallisch signature
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With its core rooted in our history of quality, the MONOCLE is a modern adaptation of the tried 
and true. It’s oversized and cylindrical lens featuring our NODISTORTION™ lens technology 
has our SHREDwide™ field of view equipped for a boundless world.

MONOCLEtom wallisch
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THE GUY

WIPEOUT POPSICLE GAPER

PLANT

NORFOLK GREENNORFOLK WHITE NORFOLK YELLOW

BAIL
code: DGOMONF41

lens AURA REFLECT bronze
code: DLEMONFD33

code: DGOMONF11

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD11

code: DGOMONF12

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD11

code: DGOMONF14

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD11

code: DGOMONF21

lens FROZEN REFLECT smoke
code: DLEMONFD32

code: DGOMONF31

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD11

code: DGOMONF51

lens BURN REFLECT smoke
code: DLEMONFD31

code: DGOMONE12

lens FROZEN REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD13

code: DGOMONE11

lens LUNAR REFLECT caramel
code: DLEMONDD12
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The SOAZA is truly from the core. It is our classic frame with tested and proven quality. Wide 
lenses and flexible frames provide optical precision for optimal performance. Equipped with 
NODISTORTION™ lens technology available on some styles and accompanied by a wide 
array of easy to change lenses, the SOAZA succeeds through the simplicity of its functionality. 

SOAZAalexis pinturault
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WALNUTS

NORFOLK WHITE POPSICLE GAPER

SHRASTAWALL

NORFOLK PINKNORFOLK BLUE NORFOLK GREEN

SHRASTAWOOD
code: DGOSOAF41

lens QUARTZ REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAFD32

code: DGOSOAF12

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAED13

code: DGOSOAF13

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAED13

code: DGOSOAF11

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAED13

code: DGOSOAF31

lens BURN REFLECT smoke
code: DLESOAFD31

code: DGOSOAF21

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAED13

Tom Wallisch signature

code: DGOSOAF14

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLESOAED13

code: DGOSOAE12L

lens PLATINUM REFLECT bronze
code: DLESOAED11

code: DGOSOAE11

lens PLATINUM REFLECT bronze
code: DLESOAED11
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Perfectly adapted for smaller and medium sized faces, the TASTIC offers a flexible frame with 
cylindrical lenses. A large selection of easy-to-change lenses give our riders the perfect options 
to match varying light conditions we confront on the mountain every day. NODISTORTION™ 
lens technology available on some styles.

TASTICresi stiegler

photo // marcus caston
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FEMME FATALE

POPSICLE BRO GAPER

PLANT

NORFOLK BLUENEEDMORESNOW SHRASTALINES

BIFF
code: DGOTASF41

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLETASED14

code: DGOTASF11

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLETASED14

code: DGOTASF21

lens PLATINUM REFLECT bronze
code: DLETASED11

code: DGOTASF31

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLETASED14

code: DGOTASF61

lens ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DLETASFD31

DGOTASE11

code: DGOTASF51

lens PLATINUM REFLECT caramel
code: DLETASED14

Resi Stiegler signature

code: DGOTASE13L

lens LUNAR REFLECT caramel
code: DLETASED12

code: DGOTASE11

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLETASDD11

code: DGOTASE12

lens PLATINUM REFLECT bronze
code: DLETASED11
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With the best technology we have, the HOYDEN goggle offers a small face option in our 
SHRED CARVED LENS technology and with the same style and performance standards 
our world champs and pro riders are rocking. Flexible frames to mold to all varieties of small 
faces and universal helmet compatibility come standard in our mission to develop the next 
generation of pros.

HOYDENtimo maszewski
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CRUNCHY NEEDMORESNOW

NORFOLK BLUENORFOLK PINK

THE GUY
code: DGOHOJF41

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEHOJDD11

code: DGOHOJF12

lens FUME smoke
code: DLEHOJDD17

code: DGOHOJF11

lens FUME smoke
code: DLEHOJDD17

code: DGOHOJF21

lens FUME smoke
code: DLEHOJDD17

code: DGOHOJF31

lens STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DLEHOJDD11
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LENS PROGRAM= ORIGINAL BONUS LENS

= ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT

ALL CONDITIONS LENS. These lenses are TRULY designed to perform under the widest spectrum of light and weather conditions. After years of extensive field tests we came to 
undertsand that it was not a matter of light transmission, but instead of contrast and definition. Our STEALTH REFLECT lenses feature a contrast and definition enhancing tint that 
provides unique performance in any condition, from fog and flat light to bluebird, all the way to dark afternoons and snowy days. All this while providing effective UVA protection 
even on the brightest days on the glacier.

LUNAR REFLECT - caramel  
CARAMEL/PURPLE MULTILAYER

VLT 51%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD13
DLESMAED14
          -

QUARTZ REFLECT - caramel  
CARAMEL/PINK MULTILAYER

VLT 49%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUFD33
DLESMAFD32
          -

BURN REFLECT - smoke  
SMOKE/RED MULTILAYER

VLT 49%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUFD32
          -
          -

STEALTH REFLECT 
SMOKE/BLACK MULTILAYER

VLT 8%
CAT S4

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD17
DLESMAED13
DLEHOJDD11

BURN REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/RED MULTILAYER

VLT 36%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUFD31
DLESMAFD31
          -

FROZEN REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/BLUE MULTILAYER

VLT 50%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD12
DLESMAED17
          -

ACID REFLECT - bronze 
BRONZE/GREEN MULTILAYER

VLT 23%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUED11
          -
          -

ACID REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/GREEN MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD14
DLESMAFD33
          -

AURA REFLECT - bronze
BRONZE/GOLD MULTILAYER

VLT 12%
CAT S3

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUED12
DLESMAED16
          -

AURA REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/GOLD MULTILAYER

VLT 33%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUFD34
          -
          -

ROSE
ROSE

VLT 56%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD19
DLESMAED18
DLEHOJDD13

PLATINUM REFLECT - caramel  
CARAMEL/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 27%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD16
DLESMAED11
          -

PLATINUM REFLECT - bronze  
BRONZE/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 12%
CAT S3

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

          -
DLESMAED15
          -

FUME POLARIZED
SMOKE/POLARIZED

VLT 22%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD18
DLESMAED12
          -

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 65%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD20
DLESMAED19
          -

CARVED SPHERICAL LENSES - DOUBLE
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= ORIGINAL BONUS LENS

= ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT

BROWN
BROWN

VLT 14%
CAT S3

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD21
DLESMAED20
          -

ORANGE
ORANGE

VLT 25%
CAT S2

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD22
DLESMAED21
          -

YELLOW
YELLOW

VLT 73%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD23
DLESMAED22
DLEHOJDD15

CLEAR
CLEAR

VLT 86%
CAT S0

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD24
DLESMAED23
DLEHOJDD16

CARAMEL
CARAMEL

VLT 53%
CAT S1

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

           -
           -
DLEHOJDD12

FUME
SMOKE

VLT 15%
CAT S3

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDD25
DLESMAED24
DLEHOJDD17

CARVED CYLINDRICAL LENSES - DOUBLE

DLEAMAFD13

LUNAR REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/PURPLE MULTILAYER

VLT 51%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY

FROZEN REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/BLUE MULTILAYER

VLT 50%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD14

FROZEN REFLECT - smoke 
SMOKE/BLUE MULTILAYER

VLT 36%
CAT S2

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD15

STEALTH REFLECT 
SMOKE/BLACK MULTILAYER

VLT 8%
CAT S4

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD11 DLEAMAFD12

BURN REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/RED MULTILAYER

VLT 36%
CAT S2

CODES:
AMAZIFY
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DLEAMAFD18

PLATINUM REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 27%
CAT S2

CODES:
AMAZIFY

ACID REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/GREEN MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD16

FUME POLARIZED
SMOKE/POLARIZED

VLT 22%
CAT S2

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD19

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 65%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD21

DLEAMAFD17

ACID REFLECT - smoke 
SMOKE/GREEN MIRROR

VLT 43%
CAT S2

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD17

AURA REFLECT - bronze 
BRONZE/GOLD MULTILAYER

CODES:
AMAZIFY

CLEAR
CLEAR

VLT 86%
CAT S0

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD25

BROWN
BROWN

VLT 14%
CAT S3

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD22

CARAMEL
CARAMEL

VLT 43%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD23

YELLOW
YELLOW

VLT 73%
CAT S1

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD24

FUME
SMOKE

VLT 15%
CAT S3

CODES:
AMAZIFY DLEAMAFD26

DLEMONDD12
DLESOAED14
DLETASED12

LUNAR REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/PURPLE MULTILAYER

VLT 51%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONED12
DLESOAED12
           -

BURN REFLECT - caramel  
CARAMEL/RED MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONFD31
DLESOAFD31
           -

BURN REFLECT - smoke
SMOKE/RED MULTILAYER

VLT 34%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

           -
           -
DLETASED13

QUARTZ REFLECT - bronze
BRONZE/PINK MULTILAYER

VLT 23%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

           -
DLESOAFD32
           -

QUARTZ REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/PINK MULTILAYER

VLT 48%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

CYLINDRICAL LENSES - DOUBLE
= ORIGINAL BONUS LENS

= ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT

VLT 12%
CAT S3
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FROZEN REFLECT - caramel 
CARAMEL/BLUE MULTILAYER

VLT 43%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD13
DLESOADD11
           -

DLEMONED11
DLESOAED11
DLETASED11

PLATINUM REFLECT - bronze 
BRONZE/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 12%
CAT S3

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD11 
DLESOAED13
DLETASED14

PLATINUM REFLECT - caramel
CARAMEL/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 23%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

FROZEN REFLECT - smoke
SMOKE/BLUE MULTILAYER

VLT 34%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONFD32
           -
           -

ACID REFLECT - smoke
SMOKE/GREEN MULTILAYER

VLT 36%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

           -
           -
DLETASFD31

AURA REFLECT - bronze
BRONZE/GOLD MULTILAYER

VLT 23%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONFD33
           -
           -

FUME POLARIZED
SMOKE/POLARIZED

VLT 22%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD16
DLESOADD13
DLETASDD12

BROWN
BROWN

VLT 14%
CAT S3

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD18
DLESOAED17
DLETASED16

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 56%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD19
DLESOAED18
DLETASED17

CARAMEL
CARAMEL

VLT 53%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD20
DLESOAED19
DLETASED18

YELLOW
YELLOW

VLT 73%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD21
DLESOAED20
DLETASED19

CLEAR
CLEAR

VLT 81%
CAT S0

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD17
DLESOAED16
DLETASED15

FUME
SMOKE

VLT 15%
CAT S3

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDD22
DLESOAED21
DLETASED20
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CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS11
DLESOAES11
DLETASES11

FUME/SILVER MIRROR
SMOKE/SILVER MIRROR

VLT 25%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS16
DLESOAES16
DLETASES16

ROSE
ROSE

VLT 56%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS12
DLESOAES12
DLETASES12

BROWN
BROWN

VLT 26%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS13
DLESOAES13
DLETASES13

BLUE
BLUE

VLT 62%
CAT S1

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS14
DLESOAES14
DLETASES14

ORANGE
ORANGE

VLT 30%
CAT S2

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS17
DLESOAES17
DLETASES17

CLEAR
CLEAR

VLT 90%
CAT S0

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDS15
DLESOAES15
DLETASES15

YELLOW
YELLOW

VLT 74%
CAT S1

3 LENSES KIT
CLEAR/FUME/ROSE

CODES:
STUPEFY

SMARTEFY
HOYDEN

DLESTUDK3
DLESMAEK3
DLEHOJDK3

3 LENSES KIT
PLATINUM REFLECT/BLUE/ROSE

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDK3
DLESOAEK3
DLETASEK3

7 LENSES KIT ROSE/ROSE/ORANGE/
YELLOW/CLEAR/BLUE/BROWN

CODES:
MONOCLE

SOAZA
TASTIC

DLEMONDK7
DLESOAEK7
DLETASEK7

CYLINDRICAL LENSES - SINGLE

DOUBLE SPHERICAL SINGLE CYLINDRICAL

MULTI LENS - PACK
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CASES 

VLT is the amount of light transmitted through a lens. VLT transmittance is then translated into a Lens Category Number. The higher the number the more visual light 
that is transmitted through the lens. The lower the CAT number the more visual light that is transmitted through the lens.Filter Category classified as: S0 Very light lens, S1 
Light lens, S2 Medium lens, S3 Dark lens, S4 Very dark lens

GOGGLE HARD CASE

TED LIGETY spare straps choice TOM WALLISCH  spare straps choice LARA GUT  spare straps choice

• Fully rigid case designed to 
protect your SHRED goggles.

• Black with a neon green 
zipper.

• Fully rigid case designed to 
protect your SHRED CARVED 
STUPEFY and SMARTEFY spare 
lenses.

• Black with an elastic band to 
secure the lens inside.

• Perfectly fits inside of your jacket 
or backpack, for you to be ready 
for any change of conditions.

• Fully rigid case designed to 
protect your SHRED CARVED 
AMAZIFY spare lenses.

• Black with an elastic band to 
secure the lens inside.

• Perfectly fits inside of your 
jacket or backpack, for you to 
be ready for any change of 
conditions.

SINGLE LENS HOLDER BAG
• Soft case to protect your 

SHRED spare single lenses.
• 5 pockets hold up to 10 

spare single lenses.

• Customize your look on 
SHRED goggles like the 
PROs.

• Compatible with Stupefy, 
Smartefy, Monocle, Soaza 
and Hoyden.

CARVED SPHERICAL LENS
TERMAL CASE

CARVED CYLINDRICAL LENS
TERMAL CASE

2 SPARE STRAPS KITS 
compatible with
• STUPEFY
• SMARTEFY
• MONOCLE
• SOAZA
• HOYDEN

code: LHB code: DACBACD11

code: DSPSTRFK11 code: DSPSTRFK12 code: DSPSTRFK13

code: DACTCSF code: DACTCCF

DSPSTRF121
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HELMETS brendon hart

photo // marcus caston
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The soft ear pads are ready to host an after market 
compatible audio system.

This helmet is engineered with an ultimate FIT FINDER system 
allowing everyone to identify his best fit and position for the 
helmet on the head and with the goggles by simply adjusting 
the positions of the 3 arms to which the FITTING WHEEL is 
connected. A higher position in the back of the head will 
mean the helmet will be allowed to rotate backwards and fit 

oversized goggles such as SHRED STUPEFY and MONOCLE. A central position 
in the back of the head will mean the helmet will have a fit optimized for 
standard and wide field of view goggles such as SHRED SMARTEFY and 
SOAZA. A lower position in the back of the head will mean the helmet will be 
allowed to rotate forward and fit smaller face goggles such as SHRED TASTIC. 
The arms on the side/temples will allow to customize the play of the FITTING 
WHEEL to provide a snug and comfy fit to everyone.

Our VENTS SWITCH provides a unique solution with an 
embedded ultra precision 3 positions switch inside the 
goggle buckle holder. The switch can also be replaced by 

a freestyle/summer version without the goggle clip.

This helmet features Slytech’s latest impact protection 
innovation with its SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ Foam Technology. 
A layer of SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ is added to provide a 
progressive shock absorber that intelligently adapts to 
the different forces and speeds of a crash. The shock 
absorption increases proportionally to the strength of the 

impact, allowing to protect completely at any impact level. In addition, the 
SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ recovers naturally from the impact and allows for better 
protection in a series of impacts.

This helmet meets and exceeds EN 1077A, a European 
Standard for Helmets for Alpine Skiers and Snowboarders. 
Certified EN 1077A helmets pass severe shock absorbing 
and penetration tests, retention system performance, field 
of vision, and durability. These tests are performed at low, 

high, and room temperature, and also after artificial aging. These helmets 
have the plastic shell covering all the way down to the ears, for maximum 
safety at high speed.

This helmet meets and exceeds EN 1077B, a European 
Standard for Helmets for Alpine Skiers and Snowboarders. 
Certified EN 1077B helmets pass the same severe shock 
absorbing tests, retention system performance, field of 
vision, and durability as the EN 1077A. The difference is a 

smaller coverage: the norm allows soft ear pads, for maximum comfort.

This helmet meets and exceeds ASTM F2040, the American 
National Standard for Helmets Used for Recreational Snow 
Sports. Certified ASTM F2040 helmets pass very severe 
dynamic strength retention, roll-off (for positional stability), 
and impact tests with three different anvils. At low, high, 

and room temperature.

All SHRED helmets exclusively incorporate the ICEdot 
identifier technology. ICEdot Identifiers work hand-in-
hand with the ICEdot service to identify the athlete to 
first responders and notify his/her loved ones in case of 
emergency. The ICEdot x Shred membership PIN is printed 

on the helmet, linking to a personal ICEdot x Shred online account with the 
athlete’s identification, medical info, and emergency contacts. This info can 
be accessed by any first responder with a cell phone. That might be a fellow 
boarder, skier, or a trained paramedic, you never know.

This helmet is thoroughly tested and approved according to 
the new FIS 2013 RH standards which will be mandatory for 
all FIS races starting from November 2014. These new norms 
require the helmets to provide the same level of safety of the 
EN1077A norm, but with over 20% higher speed in the crash 
test.

Committed to safety - no compromises. At SHRED, our mission is driven by our collective love for action sports. We are determined to create the safest and most 
comfortable helmet available in the market. All of our helmets meet and exceed both CE and ASTM standards, and we relentlessly research and pioneer the 
latest innovations in materials and technology to provide ourselves, our athletes, and every one of our consumers with the same safety standards. Without the best 
protection available, it is impossible to continuously push progression.

The SHRED Wheel makes it easy to dial in a custom fit in 
seconds, even with gloves on. An ergo-friendly dial at the 
base of the helmet provides up to 6cm of adjustment and 
enhanced stability.

The helmet comes with 2 removable and interchangeable 
linings, and 2 sets of adjustable and interchangeable earpieces, 
meaning 4 different combinations. A perfect fit for everyone.

The X-STATIC™ or SHREDry comfortable lining is removable for 
easy cleaning.

SHRED NOSHOCK™ patented technology is a 
Honeycomb Cone Structure made in our proprietary 
SLYTECH 2nd SKiN™ XT. This structure is co-injected with 
a toughened EPS foam liner to provide a high structural 
strength, which dissipates impact forces multi-directionally 

to spread the impact of the force laterally, and limits the transference 
through the helmet to your head. 

The QUICK RELEASE PRECISION BUCKLE has been 
improved even further and provides ultimate safety and 
comfort.

SHRED Dual Density EPS liner is designed to enhance impact 
absorption by adjusting thickness and density in key areas 
of the helmet.

SHREDVent uses a system of helmet vents to keep your head 
cool and pull warm and moist air out the goggles and exhaust it 
out of the helmet to prevent fogging.

The liner is folded over the vents to stop the flow of air during 
cold days, but can easily be folded back in for best ventilation.

One helmet for all that you would ride. We did something 
we were told was impossible: we made an inmolded 
helmet that can simultaneously pass safety regulations for 
European and American snow and bike standards.

Certified according to: EN1077B, EN1078, ASTF F2040, CPSC.

Inmolded construction fuses a tough polycarbonate 
and dent resistant outer shell with the helmet’s impact 
absorbing soft EPS foam liner for extra durability while 
maintaining its super lightweight. Protection, comfort, and 
performance are maximized.

The earpads can be detached, moved, and repositioned 
to customize the fit around the ears for an extreme comfort, 
perfect hearing, and no pressure points.

X-STATIC™ is a fiber made with a layer of 99,9% pure 
silver, which is permanently bonded to the surface of the 
fabric, providing unparalleled Antimicrobial and Anti-odor 

properties. A permanent solution to keep your gear fresh, highly breathable, 
and extremely comfortable.

This helmet meets and exceeds CE EN 1078, a 
European Standard for Helmets for Pedal Cyclists and 
for Users of Skateboards and Roller Skates. Certified CE 
EN 1078 helmets pass severe shock absorbing tests, 
retention system performance, field of vision and 
durability. These tests are performed at low, high and 

room temperature, and also after artificial ageing. 

This helmet meets and exceeds U.S. CPSC standards, 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Safety 
Standard for Bicycle Helmets. Certified CPSC 
helmets pass very severe tests, at low, high and room 
temperature as well as after water immersion. The 
testing includes Periperal Vision, Positional Stability 

(Roll-Off), Dynamic Strenght of Retention and Impact Attenuation 
tests.
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True progression can only be born out of innovation. The SLAM-CAP NOSEASON™ is nothing 
but revolutionary, and an accomplishment we were told would be impossible. It is an in-
molded helmet with an embedded layer of SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ Honeycomb Cone 
Structure within the injected EPS foam simultaneously meets and far exceeds European and 
American safety standards for both snow and bike. At it’s core is the SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ in 
a Honeycomb Cone Structure to provide a high structural strength, which dissipates impact 
forces multi-directionally to spread the impact of the force laterally, and limits the transference 
through the helmet to your head. Superior comfort through the ultra precision VENT SWITCH 
with 3 positions, X-STATIC™ silver fiber liner and SHREDWheel supplement ICEdot technology 
to provide one of the safest, lightest, and most comfortable helmets on the market that is 
ready for the snow, the dirt, the park, or the streets. Meets and exceeds standards: CE EN 
1077, ASTM F2040, CE EN 1078, CPSC.

SLAM-CAPNOSEASON
lupe hagearty
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DARK FADER PURPLE

DARK FADER GREEN

DARK FADER RUST
code: DHESLCF34
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHESLCF35
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHESLCF33
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)
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WARM 

SLASH

YARDSALE

SNOWPLOUGH
code: DHESLCE11
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHESLCE14
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DSPSLKF11
size: one size fits all

code: DHESLCE12
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

already enclosed on SLAM-CAP NOSEASON and 
SLAM-CAP NOSEASON LIGHT

LIGHT KIT

• A kit to convert SLAM-CAP NOSEASON 
WARM into a perfect summer or park 
and pipe helmet.

• Each kit contains a summer vents 
switch and ear pad housing plugs.
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code: DSPSWKF11
size: S (XS/M), ML (M/XL)

LIGHT

CREDIT CARD
code: DHESLDF11
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

tom wallisch
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already enclosed on SLAM-CAP NOSEASON and 
SLAM-CAP NOSEASON WARM

WARM KIT

• A kit to convert SLAM-CAP NOSEASON 
LIGHT into a helmet to ride in the cold days.

• Each kit contains snow neck and ear pads 
as well as a vents switch with integrated 
goggle buckle holder.
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Driven entirely by athlete’s vision and need, the HALF BRAIN D-LUX gives our riders an 
unparalleled sense of safety and style in the park, on the hill, and in the backcountry. With 
SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ Inside. The Foldable Vent Cap liner is made in the X-STATIC™ silver fiber 
providing unparalleled Antimicrobial and Anti-odor properties. Featuring ICEdot technology, 
our SHREDVent system, and the SHREDwheel, the HALF BRAIN D-LUX meets and exceeds CE 
EN1077/B and ASTMF2040.

HALF BRAIND-LUX
benji ritchie
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THE GUY

GRAB

NEEDMORESNOW

STIVVY

NORFOLK GREEN

CREDIT CARD

code: DHEHABF61
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF71
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF41
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABE41
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF22
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABE42
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)
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Light and bold, the HALF BRAIN boasts clean designs and the most essential safety and 
comfort features. Our SHREDVent system and SHREDWheel boosts comfort and keeps 
your head cool to allow optimal ventilation of our goggle-helmet system. Exclusive ICEdot 
identifier services has got your back in an emergency. The HALF BRAIN meets and exceeds 
CE EN1077/B and ASTMF2040.

HALF BRAINlupe hagearty
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SHRASTALINES

YARDSALE

NORFOLK GOLD

B-LINE

BUNNY

CLARITY

code: DHEHABF31
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF11
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF21
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABE11
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABF12
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)

code: DHEHABD11
size: S (XS/M-), ML (M+/XL)
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Maximum safety for the most dangerous missions, but in style. Built by and for the pros who 
require compliance with the toughest safety requirements, with the revolutionary SLYTECH 
2ND SKiN™ inside, the new MEGA BRAIN BUCKET RH is thoroughly tested and approved 
according to the new FIS 2013 RH standards. These new norms require the helmets to provide 
the same level of safety of EN1077A helmets at over 20% higher speed of impact. MEGA 
BRAIN BUCKET RH production process ensures the highest quality and it features ICEdot 
technology, removable X-STATIC™ silver fiber inner lining providing unparalleled Antimicrobial 
and Anti-odor properties as well as a comfortable and dry fit, Custom Fitting system and 
Adjustable Ear Pads. Meets and exceeds CE EN1077/A, ASTMF2040 as well as FIS 2013 RH 
race helmets requirements for the highest safety standards.

MEGA BRAIN BUCKETRH
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RAPTOR

NEEDMORESNOW

THE GUY

WHYWESHRED

NORFOLK RUST

BAIL

code: DHEMBRF91
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)

Lara Gut signature

code: DHEMBRF11
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)

code: DHEMBRF21
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)

code: DHEMBRE51
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)

code: DHEMBRF41
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)

code: DHEMBRF31
size: S (XS/S), ML (M/L)
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The Brain Bucket is developed to provide outstanding safety and comfort in SHRED style. 
Designed with the same care of the helmets made for our pros, the Brain Bucket is built with 
a DUAL DENSITY EPS core for superior safety and it features the exclusive ICEdot technology. 
Meets and exceeds CE EN1077/A and ASTMF2040 for the highest safety standards.

BRAIN BUCKETlara gut
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RAPTOR

NEEDMORESNOW

THE GUY

WHITEY PINK

NORFOLK RUST

DON

code: DHEBBKF91
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)

Lara Gut signature

code: DHEBBKF41
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)

code: DHEBBKF51
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)

code: DHEBBKF11
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)

code: DHEBBKF21
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)

code: DHEBBKD11
size: XS (XXS/XS), S (XS/S), M (S/M)
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SUNGLASSES

ted ligety
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Our new SHRED NOWEIGHT technology, which is a 
derivative of structural engineering studies, allows us to 

create a shape that minimizes the amount of material used while maximizing 
the stability and performance of the eyewear. The sunglasses are durable 
and sturdy, but the reduced amount of materials utilized in the final product 
creates an item that you don’t even feel on your face.

Dripping with style and infused with technology, we researched the most high quality materials to drop into each and every frame. To create something truly 
unique with unmatched character we offer a robust line of either handcrafted or abnormally light frames, and all of them are made in Italy. We have dropped in 
NODISTORTION™ with NXT polarized and non-polarized superior optical quality lenses, multilayer acetates, and we have instituted warm materials such as wood in 
some of our rare frames. As most companies have moved toward mass production, we have forged our own path to offer the truly uncommon. The basic material of 
our handcrafted line is our cellulose acetate, plant cellulose, the most readily available renewable material on the planet. Additionally, on our new superlight frames 
will be using our revolutionary SHRED NOWEIGHT technology in a lower environmental impact polymer formulation.
Cellulose acetate comes from wood pulp, an entirely renewable resource and thus does not compete for food resources. Our use of plant based cellulose is another 
step we have taken toward responsible practices aimed to protect our planet from the harms of humanity.

This frame is handmade through a long process of milling 
uniquely crafted cellulose acetate sheets. Once assembled, 
the sunglasses go through tumbling drums filled with beech 
and birch wood and polished by hand to provide SHRED’s 
stunning matte finish. The basic material for cellulose acetate, 
plant cellulose, is the most readily available renewable 

material on the planet. Cellulose acetate comes from wood pulp, an 
entirely renewable resource. It also has a much lower CO2 manufacturing 
footprint when compared to petroleum-based products.

The tough 5 barrel forged stainless steel hinges provide ultimate 
mechanical precision.

The ultra tough 7 barrel forged stainless steel hinges provide 
unparalleled toughness, durability, and precision.

For the perfect finish on these sunglasses we handmade 
each pair and used the finest materials to create items with 
a level of quality and style that cannot be replicated.

SHRED OLEO-HYDROPHOBIC lenses are treated with 
a permanent special protective coating that makes 

the surface extremely water and grease repellent, preserving the best vision 
even when the weather gets nasty or when nasty fingers touch their surface.

These premium sunglasses are stamped in their entirety 
with the superior quality only associated with Italian shades 
craftmanship.

Grip-On components on nose and/or temple arms provide 
the necessary grip so that your sunglasses will not slip off 
your face.

Palisander, pear wood, bamboo. So simple yet so elegant. 
From the core in its true essence.

SHRED POLARIZED lenses reduce glare by blocking out all 
angles of scattered and reflected light from surfaces such as 
snow and water. The polarization process eliminates light that 
distorts color and enhances depth perception and vision. The 
result is a clean lens that delivers proper clarity and contrast 
and achieves the optical perception Shred was after.

The base determines the form of a lens and measures the 
surface curve. A base 6 curve lens means the sunglasses 
will provide a flatter look to the frame.

The base determines the form of a lens and measures the 
surface curve. Base 8 curve lenses will make SHRED frames 
hug closer to the face compared to a base 6 curve.

As a result of our constant and relentless 
innovation, we sought to improve upon 
an already stellar offering of sunglasses by 

bringing our NODISTORTION™ technology from goggles to shades. Crafted 
and tested under the most extreme conditions, NXT™ lenses are tested 
under the harshest of conditions with the US Air Force. Designed to provide 
unparalleled vision quality and durability, liquid cast NXT™ lenses result in 
crystal clear vision.
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BELU$HKI
Straight style meets the demands of your active lifestyle, and is equally appropriate for the 
beach, the snow, or a ride, the BELU$HKI is prime for whatever you can throw at it. A base six 
curve, Italian made, and our superior optical lens quality wrap you in everything we have to 
offer. Multilayer acetates, wood temples, and sturdy forged 5-barrel hinges will leave a lasting 
impression.

ilkka hannula
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SHRASTA
lens: FUME
code: DSGBLSE11

ELIXIRWOOD
lens: BURN REFLECT smoke  
code: DSGBLSE21

ROLLERWOOD
lens: TURQUOISE REFLECT smoke
code: DSGBLSE51 

Waves for Water collab

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME polar+hydrophobic 
code: DSGBLSD12P

SHNERDWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGBLSE31

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: BURN REFLECT smoke
code DSGBLSD12

DON
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke  
code: DSGBLSE41
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STOMP
Walk off the hill, out of the ocean, off the bike, or into the skatepark and carry your own style 
with the STOMP. A base six curve, our superior optical lens quality, multi layer acetates, and 
available wooden temples all work together to give you the utmost in vision clarity while the 
eyes of all wonder what it would be like to peer behind your gaze. Made in Italy.

tom wallisch
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SHRASTA
lens: TURQUOISE REFLECT smoke
code: DSGSTPD11

PRIME
lens: FROZEN REFLECT smoke
code: DSGSTPD21

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME polar+hydrophobic
code: DSGSTPE12P

DONWOOD
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke    
code: DSGSTPE21

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGSTPE12

DON
lens: STEALTH REFLECT smoke  
code: DSGSTPE22
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PROVOCATOR
Dynamically shaped with a base eight curve to match anything you can imagine, the 
PROVOCATOR is as active as you are. Grip-on inserts on the temple will ensure your vision is 
never altered no matter what you throw at them. Italian made, multilayer acetates, available 
wood temples, and our superior optical lens quality offer the best technology to match your 
style.

ryan nyquist

photo // luca cometti
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SHRASTA
lens: FUME polar+hydrophobic
code: DSGPRVE12P

DON
lens: DARK FUME
code: DSGPRVE21

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: TURQUOISE REFLECT smoke
code: DSGPRVE11

DONWOOD
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DSGPRVE22
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MAVS
Big and bold, the MAVS are built for performance and staunch in the defense of our 
authentic style. One of our new offerings - handmade in Italy - including its superior optical 
lenses, with a base six curve to project an aura of high fashion and is unwilling to concede 
any performance to those who would compromise one for the other. Handmade multilayer 
acetates and bamboo temple options highlight all of the MAVS’ unique quality.

kelly mc garry

photo // ale di lullo
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SHRASTA
lens: TURQUOISE REFLECT smoke
code: DSGMAVF11

DONNA
lens: FUME
code: DSGMAVF31

SHRASTAWOOD
lens: FUME
code: DSGMAVF12

DON
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DSGMAVF21 
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VANNA
Built in Italy with a feminine touch and paired with all of the technology we offer across the line, 
the VANNA is truly unique. Our superior optical lens quality highlight the perfection embodied 
in our original female offering. Carefully selected colorways of multilayer acetates paired 
with available wood temples highlight the style and quality poured into these handcrafted 
pieces. 

resi stiegler

photo // kevin pritchard
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SHRASTAWOOD
lens: STEALTH REFLECT smoke
code: DSGVANE11

DONNA
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DSGVANE41

ELIXIR
lens: BURN REFLECT smoke  
code: DSGVANE21

SHNERDWOOD
lens: SMOKE
code: DSGVANE31
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PROVOCATORNOWEIGHT
The all-new PROVOCATOR NOWEIGHT is the tangible result of our simultaneous leap 
toward furthering performance without compromising style, and our collective search for 
eco-consciousness without conceding to bland aesthetics. The base eight sunglasses are 
handmade in Italy with our SHRED NOWEIGHT technologies and superior optical performance 
associated only with SHRED. Our SHRED NOWEIGHT design technology is a derivative of 
structural engineering studies that allows us to create a shape that minimizes the amount of 
material used while maximizing the stability and performance of the eyewear. The frame is 
constructed out of a polymer formulation based on high crystalline polyamide, which is derived 
from a natural oil to maintain our focus on eco-consciousness.

romain de marchi
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SHRASTA
lens: FUME
code: DSGPNWF41

POPSICLE
lens: BURN REFLECT smoke
code: DSGPNWF11

MARTIAL
lens: ACID REFLECT smoke
code: DSGPNWF31

SHRAY
lens: FUME
code: DSGPNWF21

MARTIAL polar
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGPNWF31P

SHRAY polar
lens: FUME POLAR
code: DSGPNWF21P

PINK
code: DLSPNWE13

FUME
code: DLSPNWE11

POLAR
code: DLSPNWE17

CLEAR
code: DLSPNWE14

YELLOW
code: DLSPNWE12

FIRE REFLECT
code: DLSPNWE15

ACID REFLECT
code: DLSPNWE16

SPARE LENSES SOLD SEPARATELY
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As skiers, riders, and surfers ourselves, but also as a company, we believe that there is no reason 
why anyone should die from a lack of clean water in these contemporary times. This is why we 
are totally committed to helping with what we have at hand, and our first step is to join Waves 
for Water in their global effort to “get clean water to every person who needs it.” With the 
purchase of every Shred Smartefy Roller and Shred Belu$hki Rollerwood, you can also become 
an ambassador for this cause, and help Waves for Water expand their mission.
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Join us, Waves for Water, and our athletes’ mission to supply potable drinking water to everyone who is without.

wavesforwater.orgshredoptics.com @wavesforwater@shredoptics
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tom wallisch

photo // erik seo
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84 got my back.

The particular microstructure of the SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT 
foam compound earned its peerless reputation through 
it’s pattern of homogenously arranged polygonal cells 
separated by membrane walls. This extraordinary behavior 
of the special polygonal-cell-foam internal microstructure 
is the key to understanding the SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT’s 

superior protection and comfort. Already soft at room temperature, and 
even at lower temperatures, when worn and warmed by your body 
heat, the polygonal-cell foam becomes even more flexible and contours 
to your body’s shape, just like clay. The soft pliable material actually is the 
most effective shock absorber available in back protection. Independent 
lab tests show that SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT technology is up to 80% more 
protective than traditional body armor and 20% more protective than 
traditional soft protectors. All this with unparalleled comfort.

All Slytech Products are sourced with highest grade materials 
that under typical usage conditions will provide long life and 
durability. For those who are just a touch more radical, the 
BOMB PROOF TECHNOLOGY provides superior ripstop and 
puncture resistance thoroughly tested and proved by the best 
athletes in the world. Bomb proof durability.

FITTING TECHNOLOGY allows for ultimate freedom of movement 
with a combination of extremely flexible materials and designs.

The brand new Venting Pattern promotes the flow of air 
between the body and the shock absorbing protectors 
made in the SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ Foam Technology.

Our protectors meet and exceed EN-1621-2 Level 2, the 
European Standard for Back Protection for Motorcycle 
Sports. Certified EN-1621-2 Level 2 Back Protectors pass 
severe shock absorbing tests: the highest level of protection.

The super thick yet flexible and soft air-mesh is designed 
specifically for this application, and provides unrivaled 
ventilation and comfort. 

This particular pattern enhances the flexibility of the SLYTECH 2ND 
SKiN™ XT and adds a superior ventilation system between its 
structural hexagons.

Our protectors meet and exceed the EN-1621-2 Standards also 
when tested at -20°C (-4°F) to simulate conditions typical to 
winter sports and other application at very low temperatures. 

The shock absorbing element is designed to withstand 
multiple impacts, whether they are in quick succession on 
a slam or over the lifetime of the product. By returning to its 
original shape after impact, the protector is able to once 
again effectively able to absorb new shocks.

The shock absorbing element is designed to withstand 
multiple impacts, whether they are in quick succession on 
a slam or over the lifetime of the product. By returning to its 

original shape after impact, the protector is able to once again effectively 
able to absorb new shocks.

Grip-On straps provide the necessary grip on shoulder straps so 
that they will not slip off your shoulders.

A zipper/pocket allows for quick removal of the protective 
element from its covering material thus a very easy and fast 
washing of all the parts. Then the shock absorber can be easily 
washed and wiped. It dries very quickly.

To keep our protective products completely flexible and 
comfortable, we avoid hard plastic components.

We have carefully engineered all of our SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ 
protectors to work with one another as part of our Modular 
Protection Concept. You can buy and use each piece 
individually or combine protectors to create a full body system 
that protects you from head to toe without sacrificing comfort, 
flexibility, and most importantly protection.

Upon impact, the polygonal-cell-foam compound performs 
as a progressive shock absorber that intelligently adapts 
to the different forces, impacts, and speeds of a crash. The 
shock absorption increases proportionally to the strength of 
the impact, so your body is protected completely at any 
impact level. When pressure is slowly applied, the membranes 

walls of the polygonal cells slide against each other through their contact 
planes and allow the cells to deform malleably. In contrast, when quick 
sharp pressure is applied, the force of the contact makes the membranes 
of the microstructure form a progressively stiffening and vibrating grid and 
the protector becomes rigid and deflects the blow. Different intelligent 
reactions by our SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT apply just the right protection for 
every circumstance all the while keeping you warm, comfortable, and 
confident in your decent of the most intimidating mountain.

Our SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam compound is completely 
free from Formamide, a toxic chemical usually found in 
similar compounds, non-allergenic and it does not contain 
harmful substances. 

Keep everything in place with durable velcro to be 
positive all your protection stays where it should.

This product features Slytech’s latest impact protection 
innovation with its SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ Foam Technology. 
A layer of SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ is added to provide a 
progressive shock absorber that intelligently adapts to 

the different forces and speeds at impact. The shock absorption increases 
proportionally to the intensity of the impact and to protect completely 
at any impact level. The SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ recovers naturally from the 
impact and allows for better protection in a series of multiple impacts.

Pittards’ KERATAN™ is a unique leather treatment 
designed to significantly increase the abrasion protection 

and durability of Pittards’ finest performance goatskin leathers. Its unique 
‘etched diamond’ surface treatment, bonded to its structure, allows the 
leather to retain its flexibility and water resistance while achieving maximum 
abrasion protection. The benefits of KERATAN™ are: extreme levels of 
abrasion resistance, retained performance, functionality and comfort, and 
longer effective life.

The ABS® Avalanche Airbag is the original self-rescue 
system – produced and tested by German avalanche 
experts since 1985. A quick tug on the ABS® TwinBag’s 

activation handle is all it takes to instantly inflate two airbags with a total 
volume of 170 liters.

At Slytech, we refuse to make compromises when it comes 
to safety and comfort, and as a result of our proprietary 
SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT foam material shaped under our 
new SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ proprietary design, we have 
widened the performance gap between our products 

and the field. In years past, we have been the market leader in both 
safety and comfort, but with our new SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology 
adapted for back and body protection, we have widened the gap in a 
four dimensional way; SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ technology design means that 
our gear is not only a 20% safer when compared to a plain design, but it is 
also way more comfortable, it has a lower specific weight and promotes 
better ventilation as a direct result of the honeycomb cone hollow structure.
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A soft touch in the cold and harsh weather.

TOUCH SCREEN FUNCTIONALITY on designated fingers.

Providing year-round comfort and multisport ultimate 
protection.

This special leather from Pittards provides the ultimate 
combination of feel and adaptive grip available in a 
performance leather for sports and other functional gloves.

The market leader in hydration reservoirs. Expander super stretchy fabric glues the protective 
element to your back, matching even the most dynamic 
movements.

A premium belt design with multiple options for regulating 
the tension for maximum back support and size 
adjustment. Connects perfectly with GRIP-ON shoulder 

straps for seamless functionality of the protector system.

X-STATIC™ is a fiber made with a layer of 99,9% pure 
silver, which is permanently bonded to the surface of the 
fabric, providing unparalleled Antimicrobial and Anti-odor 

properties. A permanent solution to keep your gear fresh, highly breathable, 
and extremely comfortable.

PrimaLoft® is the highest performing insulation on the 
market for warmth, water resistance, softness, and 
compressibility. PrimaLoft® is an ultra-fine microfiber 

insulation that is warm, soft, and lightweight (and is warmer - wet or dry - 
than all other insulations). 

The highly durable, lightweight, flame resistant, abrasion 
resistant, breathable, stain resistant, superior grip, and slash 
resistant fabric.
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We believe that dreams meet reality 
on the path of steady progression, both 

in sport and throughout our mission to 
revolutionize protection. Our SLYTECH 

NOSHOCK™, SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT and 
SLYTECH one have been independently 

proven to be not only the safest available 
material in impact protection, but it is 

also the most comfortable. They will 
give your body shelter from impact 80-
100% more effectively than traditional 

hard-shell protectors, and 20-40% better 
than traditional soft-protection systems. 

Relentlessly dedicated to improving 
our products for our riders, we costantly 

improve our technology in order to build 
more comfortable products, without 

sacrificing any protection qualities. It’s 
important to continuously push the 

progression of our inventions; otherwise 
our offerings will not keep pace with the 

athletes using them.

BODY PROTECTION
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BACKPROTECTORS
Our back-protection line offers options tailored for every and all missions: high-speed assaults, 
backcountry adventures, and pipe and park sessions. At the core of our back protectors are 
our three tier technologies SLYTECH NOSHOCK™, for the ultimate performance, SLYTECH 2ND 
SKiN™ XT for the tried and true, and SLYTECH one as a cost-effective solution still providing the 
best protection/comfort tradeoff in the market. Our progressive and intelligent closed cell 
foam protectors, in the three different configurations ensure you more days on the mountain. 
Our back protectors meet and exceed the highest levels of European Standards (EN 1621-2: 
Level 2).

lupe hagearty

photo // kjell ellefson
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BACKPRO NOSHOCK™ 
XT Lite

VEST BACKPRO 
NOSHOCK™ XT

VEST BACKPRO 
NOSHOCK™ XT W

BACKPRO NOSHOCK™ 
XT Naked

code: YNSBPLF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YNSVSPF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YNSVSWF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YNSBPNF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

• slytech noshock™ 
technology for the 
ultimate performance.

• 3 points belt for 
maximum back support 
and size adjustment.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• essential design for a 
minimalist perfection 
and super low profile.

• slytech noshock™ 
technology for the 
ultimate performance.

• 3 points belt for 
maximum back support 
and size adjustment.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• slytech noshock™ 
technology for the 
ultimate performance.

• 3 points belt for 
maximum back support 
and size adjustment.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• expander fabric glues 
the protective element 
to your back.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a snug fit.

• specifically designed 
and shaped to 
perfectly fit women.

• slytech noshock™ 
technology for the 
ultimate performance.

• 3 points belt for 
maximum back support 
and size adjustment.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• expander fabric glues 
the protective element 
to your back.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a snug fit.

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™
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• slytech 2nd skin xt™ 
technology for the tried 
and true.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• expander fabric glues 
the protective element 
to your back.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a snug fit.

SLYTECH 2ND SKIN™ XT

BACKPRO XT Lite

VEST BACKPRO XT Jr

VEST BACKPRO XT

JKT MULTIPRO XT

BACKPRO XT Naked

code: YXTBPLC
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YXTVPJD
sizes: XS, S

code: YXTVSPD
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YXTMPJD
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YXTBPNC
sizes: S, M, L, XL

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ 
technology for the tried 
and true.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• essential design for a 
minimalist perfection 
and low profile.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ 
technology for the tried 
and true.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ 
technology for the tried 
and true.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a snug fit.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ 
technology for the tried 
and true.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• flowmesh technology 
for extreme comfort 
and sweat control.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a snug fit.

• designed to provide 
superior protection to 
your upper body.
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BACKPACK PRO 
NOBOUND 10

BACKPACK PRO 
NOBOUND 25

code: YXTPKPDS
size: 10 liters

code: YXTPKPDL
size: 25 liters

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ backprotector inside.
• noseason technology for both snow and dirt 

riding.
• removable backprotector can be used 

without the pack.
• helmet carrying system.
• goggle pocket.
• hydration packs compatible (sold separately).
• board and ski carrying system.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ backprotector inside.
• noseason technology for both snow and dirt 

riding.
• removable backprotector can be used 

without the pack.
• helmet carrying system.
• goggle pocket.
• hydration packs compatible (sold separately).
• board and ski carrying system.
• abs avalanche sysyem compatible.
• rain cover.
• expandable pocket.
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• slytech one as a cost-
effective solution still 
providing the best 
protection/comfort 
tradeoff in the market.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• belt connectors for 
perfect placement.

• essential design for a 
minimalist perfection 
and low profile.

SLYTECHone

BACKPRO ONE Naked

VEST BACKPRO ONE VEST BACKPRO ONE Mini

BACKPRO ONE Naked Mini

code: YNEBPNF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YNEVSPF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YNEVPJF
sizes: XXS, XS

code: YNEBPJF
sizes: XXS, XS

• slytech one as a cost-
effective solution still 
providing the best 
protection/comfort 
tradeoff in the market.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• essential design for a 
minimalist perfection 
and low profile.

• slytech one as a cost-
effective solution still 
providing the best 
protection/comfort 
tradeoff in the market.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• premium elastic mesh 
ensures a premium 
snug fit.

• slytech one as a cost-
effective solution still 
providing the best 
protection/comfort 
tradeoff in the market.

• adjustable velcro belt 
for back support.

• elastic mesh ensures a 
snug fit.

SPARE BACKPRO XT  3points 
BELT 
sizes: S, M, L, XL 
cod: YSPBNBF

Suites all backprotectors

SPARE BACKPRO XT BELT 
sizes: S, M, L, XL 
cod: YSPBXBC

Suites all backprotectors
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IMPACT
Special missions call for custom-designed products to match our riders’ most demanding 
moments. At the core of our impact line are our revolutionary SLYTECH NOSHOCK™ and 
SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT. The Impact line has the protection pieces completely complementary 
to our back protectors to add further safety, comfort, and confidence to the missions that 
need the most protection. 
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SHORTS MULTIPRO NOSHOCK™ XT JKT SUBPRO RACE XTSHORTS MULTIPRO XT

JKT SUBPRO LONG XT JKT SUBPRO SHORT XT

code: YNSSHPF
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YXTSPRD
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

code: YXTSHPD
sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YXTSPLE
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

code: YXTSPSE
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

• slytech noshock™ technology for the ultimate performance.
• premium elastic mesh ensures a snug fit.
• 100% customizable protection.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• x-static silver fiber technology for extreme comfort and odor 

control.
• expander fabric glues the protective elements to your body.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• premium elastic mesh ensures a snug fit.
• customizable protection.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• x-static silver fiber technology for extreme comfort and odor 

control.
• expander fabric glues the protective elements to your body.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• x-static silver fiber technology for extreme comfort and odor 

control.
• expander fabric glues the protective elements to your body.
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4ARMPRO RACE XT Naked

SHOULDERPRO RACE XT Naked
code: YXTPPRD12
sizes: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

code: YXTPPRD11
sizes: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• adjustable velcro straps for a perfect fit.
• essential design for a minimalist perfection and low profile.

ELBOWPRO XT Lite KNEEPRO XT Lite

code: YXTEPLD11
sizes: S/M, L/XL

code: YXTKPLD11
sizes: S/M, L/XL

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• expander fabric glues the protective elements to your body.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• expander fabric glues the protective elements to your body.
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HAND PROTECTION
SLYTECH Gloves are a reach in technology and innovation. SLYTECH 2ND SKiN XT and SLYTECH 
one foam protection technology provide needed protection. The finest and most advanced 
materials and functional design keep hands warm//cool and dry. 
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• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried and true.
• 3 in 1 glove for any kind of weather and temperature.
• touch screen functionality on inner glove’s thumb, index 

and middle finger of both hands.
• nose wipe on both outer and inner glove.
• primaloft insulation.
• grip control layer on the palm of both outer and inner 

gloves.
• ax suede and x-static for maximum wear resistance and 

sweat control
• hook & loop closure and neoprene cuff for a snug fit.

FORTRESS PARK MITTS FORTRESS PARK FINGERS

FORTRESS PWD - 3 in 1

code: YXTFPMF
sizes: S, M, L, XL 

code: YXTFPWF
sizes: S, M, L, XL 

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried 
and true.

• touch screen functionality on thumb of both 
hands.

• nose wipe on both outer and inner glove.
• primaloft insulation.
• grip control layer on the palm.
• ax suede and x-static for maximum wear 

resistance and odor control
• hook & loop closure and neoprene cuff for 

a snug fit.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried 
and true.

• touch screen functionality on thumb of both 
hands.

• nose wipe.
• primaloft insulation.
• grip control layer on the palm.
• ax suede and x-static for maximum wear 

resistance and odor control
• hook & loop closure and neoprene cuff for 

a snug fit.

code: YXTFPFF
sizes: S, M, L, XL 
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FORTRESS RACE ONE MITTS

FORTRESS RACE MITTS blue

FORTRESS RACE MITTS midnight

FORTRESS RACE FINGERS blue

code: YNEFRMF
sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL 

code: YXTFRMD
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

code: YXTFRMF
sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL 

code: YXTFRFD
sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

• slytech one as a cost-effective solution 
still providing the best protection/comfort 
tradeoff in the market.

• nose wipe.
• neoprene cuff for a snug fit.
• overlay panel for perfect compatibility with 

armguards protection.
• anti abrasion fabric on the back of the hand.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried 
and true.

• nose wipe.
• primaloft insulation.
• super tacky grip control layer on the palm.
• x-static silver fiber for odor control
• neoprene cuff for a snug fit.
• overlay panel for perfect compatibility with 

armguards protection.
• superfabric armor plates on the back 

of the hand to withstand the harshest 
handdragging.

• pittards keratan for extreme levels of 
abrasion resistance, functionality, comfort, 
and longer life.

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried 
and true.

• nose wipe.
• primaloft insulation.
• super tacky grip control layer on the palm.
• x-static silver fiber for odor control
• neoprene cuff for a snug fit.
• overlay panel for perfect compatibility with 

armguards protection.
• superfabric armor plates on the back 

of the hand to withstand the harshest 
handdragging.

• pittards keratan for extreme levels of 
abrasion resistance, functionality, comfort, 
and longer life. 

• slytech 2nd skin xt™ technology for the tried 
and true.

• nose wipe.
• primaloft insulation.
• super tacky grip control layer on the palm.
• x-static silver fiber for odor control
• neoprene cuff for a snug fit.
• overlay panel for perfect compatibility with 

armguards protection.
• superfabric armor plates on the back 

of the hand to withstand the harshest 
handdragging.

• pittards keratan for extreme levels of 
abrasion resistance, functionality, comfort, 
and longer life.
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SHIELD
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The new SLYTECH SHIELD line represents yet another huge step forward in gate protection technology. It provides both materials and designs that 
maximize stiffness and minimizes friction on the impact with the gates. With Slytech proprietary 3DN deviators technology, and a polymer compound 
that aids gliding, SLYTECH SHIELD pushes the boundaries of performance and speed. SLYTECH SHIELD Carbon is the line of choice for the ultimate 
performance, and SLYTECH Shield is the line of choice for a cost-effective solution that is second to none.

By increasing the stiffness of the shell, the use of the MULTI-
DN IMPACT TECHNOLOGY with 3 or 4 deviators, maximizes 
the speed of passage over the pole drastically reducing 
the friction generated during impact between the athlete 
and pole and the subsequent slide.

ARIAPRENE™ is a revolutionary alternative 
to synthetic rubber. It’s non-toxic, easily 

decomposable, readily recyclable, and actually outperforms the less eco-
friendly alternatives.

Ready-On straps provide an effective tighten/release system 
that allows for fast on-off and race-ready fitting.

EVO DEFLECT TECHNOLOGY: the deviators provide 
explosive recoil off the gate, minimizing time-wasting 
friction.

The shell’s anatomic shape allows for a perfect and 
comfortable fit of the shinguard and forearmguard to the 
athlete’s leg and arm. 

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON adds aerospace 
technology to the high performance of the SLYTECH 
SHIELD material. Carbon fiber technology, combined 

with our years of technical experience, has allowed us to create a high 
performance product that offers considerable racing advantages whereby 
impact with gates does not result in energy transfer to the athlete. The new 
production process ensures much greater durability than competitors’ 
traditional prepreg laminate products making it possible to obtain an 
extraordinarily durable yet lightweight shell.

SLYGRIP FOAM, is made with ARIAPRENE™ and offers optimal 
comfort and superior grip even at extremely low temperatures.

The shells of the protectors are made with the 
advanced technopolymer Zytel® by Dupont®, a 
special plastic that is extremely stiff and durable 

and performs extremely well in a very broad range of temperatures. The 
Assault are cost effective versions of the Original Slytech 4armguards and 
shinguards that does not compromise performance.

SLYTECH SHIELD is our new engineered material for 
our guards that is made with the most advanced 
technopolymers making it extremely stable and 

durable while simultaneously promoting maximum glide during contact 
with gates from the coldest nights to the warmest days.the coldest nights 
to the warmest days.
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SHIELD CARBON
SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON adds aerospace technology to the high performance of the 
SLYTECH SHIELD material. Carbon fiber technology, combined with our years of technical 
experience, has allowed us to create a high performance product that offers considerable 
racing advantages whereby impact with gates does not result in energy transfer to the 
athlete. The new production process ensures much greater durability than competitors’ 
traditional prepreg laminate products making it possible to obtain an extraordinarily durable 
yet lightweight shell.
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4ARMGUARDS XTD

SHINGUARDS STD SHINGUARDS XTD

4ARMGUARDS STD 4ARMGUARDS S

SHINGUARDS EVOPRO CARBON

code: YSCFAGXTD
lenght: 32 cm / 12.6 In

code: YSCSHGSTD
lenght: 38 cm / 15 In

code: YSCSHGXTD
lenght: 42 cm / 16.5 In

code: YSCFAGSTD
lenght: 29 cm / 11,4 In 

code: YSCFAGFS
lenght: 25 cm / 10 In 

code: YSCSHGEVO
lenght: 43 cm / 17 In

NEW 4ARMGUARDS SHAPE // Designed with a more dynamic wrap around the arm for enhanced elbow 
protection and even lower friction coefficients in contact with gates.
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SLYTECH SHIELD is our new engineered material for our guards that is made with the most 
advanced technopolymers making it extremely stable and durable while simultaneously 
promoting maximum glide during contact with gates from the coldest nights to the warmest 
days.the coldest nights to the warmest days.
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SHINGUARDS STD SHINGUARDS XTD

4ARMGUARDS S SHINGUARDS S

SHINGUARDS EVOPRO CARBON
code: YSPSHGSTD
lenght: 38 cm / 15 In

code: YSPSHGXTD
lenght: 42 cm / 16.5 In

code: YSPFAGFS
lenght: 25 cm / 10 In 

code: YSPSHGFS
lenght: 31 cm / 12.25 In

code: YSPSHGEVO
lenght: 43 cm / 17 In

4ARMGUARDS XTD4ARMGUARDS STD
code: YSPFAGXTD
lenght: 32 cm / 12.6 In

code: YSPFAGSTD
lenght: 29 cm / 11,4 In 

NEW 4ARMGUARDS SHAPE // Designed with a more dynamic wrap around the arm for enhanced elbow 
protection and even lower friction coefficients in contact with gates.
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ASSAULT
The shell of the ASSAULT guards is made in Slytech Shield, a tough and durable, yet lightweight 
engineering polymer by Slytech. Slytech Shield performs extremely well in a very broad range 
of temperatures. This advanced material allows the ASSAULT to be cost effective without 
compromising performance.
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4ARMGUARDS XTD

SHINGUARDS S SHINGUARDS L

4ARMGUARDS STD
ZYTEL®
code: YNEAASCXTD
lenght: 29 cm / 11.5 In

ZYTEL®
code: YNESAKCS
lenght: 31 cm / 12.25 In

ZYTEL®
code: YNESAKCL
lenght: 38 cm / 15 In

ZYTEL®
code: YNEAASCSTD
lenght: 25 cm / 10 In 
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CLOTHING SHRED&SLYTECH

Hoodie DOT - unisex Hoodie SQ-AIR - unisex Hoodie DOTW - woman
size: S, M, L, XL 
col: BLACK
code: CLDHOOF11

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: BLACK
code: CLDTSHF11

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: LIGHT BLUE
code: CLDTSHF13

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: GRAY
code: CLDHOOF13

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: WHITE
code: CLDHOOF12

T-shirt BRAIN BUCKET - unisexT-shirt DOT - unisex T-shirt SHRED WALL - unisex T-shirt SHRED WALL - womanT-shirt THE GUY - unisex
size: S, M, L, XL 
col: BLUE
code: CLDTSHF14

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: WHITE
code: CLDTSHF12

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: BLACK
code: CLDTSHF15
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T-shirt SLYTECH SHAKA - unisex T-shirt SLYTECH WALL - unisex
size: S, M, L, XL 
col: LIGHT BLUE
code: CLYTSHF12

size: S, M, L, XL 
col: BLACK
code: CLYTSHF11

lara gut
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HEADWEAR
EMPIRE beanie
col: GREEN
code: DACBEAE11 

col: PINK
code: DACBEAE13

col: YELLOW
code: DACBEAF11

col: MINT
code: DACBEAF12

WOODSIDE beanie
col: BLUE
code: DACBEAE32 

col: PINK
code: DACBEAE33

col: YELLOW
code: DACBEAF32

col: MINT
code: DACBEAF31

HILLSIDE beanie
col: BLACK
code: DACBEAE41

col: GREEN
code: DACBEAE42

col: RUST
code: DACBEAE43

PARK beanie
col: BLACK
code: DACBEAE21

col: RUST
code: DACBEAE23

col: YELLOW
code: DACBEAF21

col: GREEN
code: DACBEAF22
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NORFOLK beanie
col: WHITE
code: DACBEAF51 

col: RUST
code: DACBEAF52

col: BLUE
code: DACBEAF53

col: GREEN
code: DACBEAF54

HEAVY KNITTED  
headband
col: GREEN
code: DACHKHE11 

col: PINK
code: DACHKHE13

col: YELLOW
code: DACHKHF11

col: MINT
code: DACHKHF12

FLATBRIM cap 
col: BLACK/WHITE 
code DACCAPD21

col: GREY/BLACK 
code DACCAPE11

TRUCKER cap
col: BLUE/GREEN
code DACCAPD41

col: BLACK/WHITE
code DACCAPD31

col: BLACK
code YACCAPE11

MEGA CHINGUARD
Mega Brain Bucket RH/Brain Bucket optional slalom chinguard. 

HALF CHINGUARD
Half Brain D-lux/Half Brain optional slalom chinguard. 

ACCESSORIES

BUCKET HOLDER BAG
col. REDUX BLACK
code HCB

Suites helmet with chinguard

col.: GREEN
code: BBM

col.: GREEN
code: CHIN/G

col.: PINK
code: CHIN/P

col.: BLACK
code: DSPHSCD11

col.: NEON RUST
code: DSPHSCF11

col.: YELLOW
code: DSPHSCF12

col.: WHITE
code: DSPHSCF13

col.: PINK
code: BBM/P

col.: BLACK
code: DSPBSCD11

col.: WHITE
code: DSPBSCF11

col.: NEON RUST
code: DSPBSCF12

col.: YELLOW
code: DSPBSCF13
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PROMOTIONAL TOOLS

SUNGLASSES HARD CASE 
- 16pcs
64x24,5x6 cm 
code: DPPBAGE23
col: BLACK

SHRED/SLYTECH BIG BAG
80x31x31 cm 
code: DPPBAGE11
col: BLACK

GOGGLES HARD CASE - 
10pcs
60,5X20X11 cm 
code: DPPBAGE21 
col: BLACK

HELMETS HARD CASE - 
3pcs
66,4x23,5x22,5 cm
code: DPPBAGE22
col: BLACK

BAGS

SHRED DIE CUT STICKERS 5”
PACK 25pcs 
12,7x2,5 cm 
BLUE code: DEC5-B
GREEN code: DEC5-G
ORANGE code: DEC5-O
PINK code: DEC5-P
WHITE code: DEC5-W

SLYTECH DIE CUT STICKERS 
6”
PACK 25pcs 
15x2,8 cm 
BLACK code: YPPSTCA11
CYAN code: YPPSTCA12
WHITE code: YPPSTCA13

SHRED DIE CUT STICKERS 9”
PACK 25pcs 
22,5x4,5 cm 
BLUE code: DEC9-B
GREEN code: DEC9-G
ORANGE code: DEC9-O
PINK code: DEC9-P
WHITE code: DEC9-W

SLYTECH DIE CUT STICKERS 
9.5”
PACK 25pcs 
24x4,5 cm 
BLACK code: YPPSTCA21
CYAN code: YPPSTCA22
WHITE code: YPPSTCA23

SHRED DIE CUT STICKERS 3”
PACK 25pcs 
7,5x9,5 cm 
BLUE code: DEC3-B
GREEN code: DEC3-G
ORANGE code: DEC3-O
PINK code: DEC3-P
WHITE code: DEC3-W

STICKERS
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SHRED MEASURING TAPE 
PACK 10pcs
5 cm diameter
code: DACMETD11
col: WHITE

SHRED SPARE LENSES BOX  
21x20x22 cm 
code: DSP - 12
col: HAVANA

SLYTECH KEYHOLDER 2ND 
SKiN™ XT INSIDE 
PACK 10pcs
6x10 cm 
code: YACKYHD11
col: BLUE

SALES REPS KIT CASE
code: UPPSRKE11

SHRED/SLYTECH DIGITAL 
FRAME 
25,5x18,5 cm 
code: UPPFRMC11
col: WHITE/BLUE

ACCESSORIES

INDOORS - FLOOR

SHRED TOTEM FLOOR 
DISPLAY 
50x50x170 cm 
code: DPPDISETF11
col: BLACK/WHITE

SHRED DISPLAY CABINET 
42x42x190 cm 
code: DPPDISE51
col: BLACK

SHRED METAL GOGGLES 
FLOOR TOWER
30x50x200 cm 
code: DPPDISE11
col: BLACK
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COUNTER CABINET 
28,5x25x32,5 cm 
code: DPPDISE41
col: BLACK

COUNTER MIRROR
22,5x14,5x25 cm 
code: DPPDISE61
col: BLACK

SHRED/SLYTECH 
SLATWALL SIGN
PACK 3pcs 
30x15 cm 
code: UPPDISESL11
col: GREEN/BLUE

SHRED SLATWALL 
GOGGLE HOLDER
PACK 6pcs 
23,7x7x14,2 cm 
code: DPPDISESL31
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

SHRED/SLYTECH 
SLATWALL MIRROR
PACK 3pcs 
25 cm diameter
code: UPPDISDSL11
col: WHITE

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

SHRED SLATWALL 
“COMBO” HOLDER
PACK 6pcs 
30,5x7x18,8 cm
code: DPPDISESL41
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

SHRED LOGO
16,5x1,5x3,5 cm 
code: DPPDISE31
col: GREEN

SLYTECH LOGO
16,5x1,5x4 cm 
code: YPPDISE11
col: BLUE

SUNGLASSES COUNTER 
DISPLAY - 3pcs
16x14x19 cm
code: DPPDISE21
col: BLACK

SUNGLASSES COUNTER 
DISPLAY - 1pcs
16x22x4,5 cm
code: DPPDISE22
col: BLACK

INDOORS - COUNTER

INDOORS - SLATWALL/TOTEM ACCESSORIES

SHRED/SLYTECH 
SLATWALL HANGER
PACK 6pcs 
20 cm 
code: UPPDISESL21
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

SHRED SLATWALL 
GOGGLES/SUNGLASSES 
SHELF

code: DPPDISFSL51
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display
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KIT FOR 4 TOTEM ISLAND
PACK 3pcs 
60x60 cm 
code: UPPDISESL61
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

TOTEM TOP (1 TOTEM) 
front/back
29,7x42 cm
code: UPPTDSE11

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

TOTEM TOP (4 TOTEM 
ISLAND)
PACK 4pcs (one per type)
48x42 cm
code: UPPTDSE31

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

Compatible accessories:

TOTEM TOP (2 TOTEM 
ISLAND) front/back
48x42 cm
code: UPPTDSE21

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

KIT FOR 2 TOTEM ISLAND
PACK 3pcs 
38,8 cm 
code: UPPDISESL51
col: BLACK

Compatible with Totem Floor Display

+
+

+
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SHRED/SLYTECH GAZEBO
300x300x220 cm 
code: UPPGZBE11 
col: BLACK

SHRED BANNER  BIG
PACK 3pcs
300x80 cm 
code: DPPBANE12 
col: GREEN

SLYTECH BANNER  BIG
PACK 3pcs
300x80 cm 
code: YPPBANE12 
col: BLUE

SHRED BANNER SMALL 
PACK 3pcs
150x40 cm 
code: DPPBANE11 
col: GREEN

SLYTECH BANNER SMALL
PACK 3pcs
150x40 cm 
code: YPPBANE11 
col: BLUE

OUTDOORS

SLYTECH BEACH FLAG
130x420 cm 
code: YPPFLGE11 
col: BLACK

SLYTECH DECO WING
40x190 cm 
code: YPPFLGE21
col: BLACK

BEACH FLAG
with classical cross rotator and 
ground screw rotator

SHRED BEACH FLAG
130x420 cm 
code: DPPFLGE11 
col: BLACK

SHRED DECO WING
40x190 cm 
code: DPPFLGE21 
col: BLACK

SHRED/SLYTECH 
ROLL-UP
80x200 cm 
code: UPPFLGE11 
col: BLACK
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SHRED HELMETS SIZE CHART

XS - M-

M+ - XL
53 - 57
57 - 61

SLAM-CAP
XS - S
M - L

53 - 56
57 - 60

MEGA BRAIN BUCKET RH
XXS - XS

XS - S
S - M

51 - 53
54 - 56
56 - 58

BRAIN BUCKET
XS - M-

M+ - XL
52 - 56
57 - 61

HALF BRAIN
HALF BRAIN D-LUX

SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ PROTECTION SIZE CHART
How to choose the right size for BACKPROTECTORS:

How to choose the right size for JACKETS, SHORTS, ETC.:

How to choose the right size for GLOVES:

XS S M L XL

Measuring Unit EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch

Body Lenght 51-53 20-21 53-56 21-22 56-58 22-23 58-61 23-24 61-64 24-25

Arm Lenght 67-70 26.5-27.5 70-72 27.5-28.5 72-75 28.5-29.5 75-77 29.5-30.5 77-80 30.5-31.5

Waist Circumference 71-76 28-30 76-81 30-32 81-86 32-34 86-92 34-36 92-97 36-38

Hip Circumference – – 79-84 31-33 84-89 33-35 89-94 35-37 94-99 37-39

Leg Circumference – – 38-43 15-17 43-48 17-19 48-53 19-21 53-58 21-23

Biceps Circumference – – 27-29 10.5-11.5 27-29 10.5-11.5 29-32 11.5-12.5 29-32 11.5-12.5

Forearm Circumference – – 20-23 8-9 20-23 8-9 23-25 9-10 23-25 9-10

10 cm Above Knee Cap 
Circumference

– – 33-38 13-15 33-38 13-15 38-43 15-17 38-43 15-17

Calf Circumference – – 32-34 12.5-13.5 32-34 12.5-13.5 34-37 13.5-14.5 34-37 13.5-14.5

XS S M L XL

Measuring Unit EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch EU/cm US/inch

Hand Circumference 15-17 6-6.5 18-19 7-7.5 20-22 8-8.5 23-24 9-9.5 25-27 10-10.5

Hand Lenght 15-17 6-6.5 18-19 7-7.5 20-22 8-8.5 23-24 9-9.5 25-27 10-10.5

Hand Circumference
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Forearm 
Circumference

10 cm Above Knee Cap 
Circumference

Calf 
Circumference

Leg 
Circumference

Hip Circumference

Biceps 
Circumference

Waist Circumference

Bo
d

y 
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ng
ht

A
rm
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e
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ht

 Weight 30 kg 40 kg 50 kg 60 kg 70kg 80 kg 90 kg 100 kg 110 kg

W-S Lenght/Height W-S Lenght/Height

30 cm / 110 cm* XXS XXS 11.8 in / 43.3 in

32 cm / 120 cm* XXS XXS XS 12.6 in / 47.2 in

34 cm / 130 cm* XS XS XS 13.4 in / 51.2 in

37 cm / 140 cm* S S S 14.6 in / 55.1 in

39 cm / 150 cm* S S S 15.4 in / 59.1 in

42 cm / 160 cm* S S S M M 16.5 in / 63.0 in

45 cm / 170 cm* M M M M M L L 17.7 in / 66.9 in

47 cm / 180 cm* L L L L L XL 18.5 in / 70.9 in

50 cm / 190 cm* XL XL XL XL 19.7 in / 74.8 in

53 cm / 200 cm* XL XL XL XL 20.9 in / 78.7 in

Weight 66 lbs 88 lbs 110 lbs 132 lbs 154 lbs 176 lbs 198 lbs 220 lbs 242 lbs

*Height calculated as approximately 3.8 times W-S Lenght
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LINE OVERVIEW - DIRT
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LINE OVERVIEW
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8 054615 996021

www.shredoptics.com

info@shredoptics.com
www.slytechprotection.com

info@slytechprotection.com

Viale Ancona, 26
30172 Venezia Mestre
Italy
Phone: +39 041 2517271
Fax: +39 041 2517270

27 Airport Road,
Nashua, NH 03063
USA
Phone: +1 603 943 7937
Fax: +1 888 589 9437

AAS - Anomaly Action Sports srl AAS - USA Inc.

©2014 Anomaly Action Sports srl. Reproduction prohibited. All rights reserved. The images shown are only representations of some of the configurations available for the products. Availability may vary depending on region. To the fullest extent 
permitted by law, Anomaly Action Sports does not make any warranties or representations regarding the use of the materials or content in this catalog in terms of their correctness, accuracy, adequacy, usefulness, reliability or otherwise. 
All products designed and engineered to the highest quality by Anomaly Action Sports srl.

Printed in Italy.
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